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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0252400A2] Multi-phase tap selector for tapped transformers with an oil-proof cylindrical housing (1) having a tap switching head (2) and
an oil vessel base (3), which housing can be placed with an upper collar (19) of the tap switching head on a flange of the housing of the tapped
transformer. A reverser (7) extending over the complete height of the tap selector is provided on the side of the tap selector, which reverser (7) is
designed as a tube segment (7) seated in each case on one arm (8, 9) of the tap switching head and of the oil vessel base, in the centre of which
tube segment there is located the switching shaft (10) of the reverser, which shaft is supported in the arms. The contacts (12, 13) of the reverser are
located for each phase in approximately the same plane as the contacts (4) of the tap selector. As well as the contacts (12, 13) of the reverser, a
plurality of rod- shaped poling resistors can be arranged on both sides of the wall, in a zig-zag line, which resistors are connected at their one end to
the potential of the centre contact. <IMAGE>
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